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Two recent documents should draw the attention of
all students and practitioners of transatlantic relations and global security. Edouard Balladur’s proposal for a ‘Union of the West” [1] offers a masterly
analysis of the contemporary situation, and a succinct but well-aimed list of solutions for reinvigorating a partnership that has tended to fray as it came
to be taken for granted. A report by five highranking NATO commanders from Europe and the
United States [2] reflects parallel preoccupations,
albeit on a more practical level but issues similarly
strong calls for “renewing the transatlantic relationship”.
This is not the space for a full-scale review of a
pair of substantial documents. [3] But it is worth
pointing out that the authors of both of them arrive
at a broadly similar diagnosis of to-day’s conditions:
the world is changing fast and it has moved into a
new phase – in a way that threatens to affect adversely, and in equal measure, the interests of both
Europe and the United States. Balladur, a former
French Prime Minister, fears that recent ideological
developments are setting in motion not just a
“marginalization” but even the “rejection” of the
West, and he points also to the rise of China and India, and the return of Russia [4]. The generals write
of the “climate of uncertainty” in global politics,
and set as the goal of “grand strategy” for the West
the “restoring of “certainty” without which “there
will be nothing”. ‘Certainty’ would be the product
of a “zone of common security and common action
from Finland to Alaska” created by an improved use
of existing institutions such as NATO, and the EU.
In relation to these important arguments I should
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like to offer just a couple of comments. The first
maintains that change is timely, and possible, and
the second raises the question of revitalizing the
transatlantic partnership, as evidenced by those proposals. “Rebalancing” is not the only way to
strengthen that relationship, and there are others;
but it is the main thrust of this argument that, over
the long span of decades that lie ahead, the development of a condition of equality between the
United States and Europe is a necessary (though not
sufficient) condition of its long-run viability.
The timeframe
Concerning timing: it is evident that the window of opportunity for renewing US-Europe relations is one whose opening is in the present, both for
tactical and for strategic reasons. The conditions that
favor initiatives for this include, besides gathering
storm clouds all round, the new EU Treaty that, if
ratified, will mean a new President, targeted for
2009, with a tenure of 2 1/2 years, renewable, and a
High Representative (foreign minister), two posts
that could strengthen the EU’s capacity for action.
A new US Presidency in 2009 might offer other opportunities. But a significant change in the situation
might already have occurred, namely the election of
a new French President, Nicolas Sarkozy (to whom
Balladur is close) who is making ready for France’s
reentry into NATO’s integrated military framework,
hence a possible change for the strategic context in
the long term.
Balladur reminds us that ‘to-day, American
leadership might be thought to be indispensable’,
but that ‘soon’, it might no longer be so: “in less

than twenty years, in fact, what changes [there will
come the leaders of Europe that would be one of the
occur] in relative power!” [4]. Twenty years might
great powers in a multipolar world, in an image fasound like a long time, but not for the global politivored i.a. by former President Jacques Chirac. That
cal process.
strategy has failed. Balladur discards this notion
For global politics is not a static system; it is
and urges Europe to stand together with the United
subject to change that can be measured in generaStates in facing an uncertain world, to avoid a detional terms (of some 25-30 years) [5]. The proccline that menaces all of the West.
esses of change that started in the 1970’s, and that
Why balance? Because balance increases the
undid (and de-legitimized) the 1943-5 World War
range of choices and opportunities and, in the long
II settlements that divided Europe, also weakened
run, and in changing world conditions, is more
the position of the superpowers, and started the
likely to prove adaptable, and sturdy enough to
search for new agendas for global politics. Promiweather crises. Balance refers to the distribution of
nent items on these agendas included democratizapower within a system; unbalanced structures, such
tion, concern over nuclear weapons and their wide
as single party systems, autocracy, imperial conproliferation, and such global problems as climate
structs, or power monopolies, lead to undesirable
change and energy security. By 2000, and with deand/or unfair outcomes that undermine stability.
velopments in Asia, and the drain put on America’s
Balance is a structural requirement of democratic
resources and standing by the Iraq-Afghanistan
institutions.
wars, global politics was moving towards deFrom an earlier condition of inequality, some
concentration, and entering upon the phase of coaliconditions of balance are now largely in place. The
tion-building. (The latter term is understood here
European Union has a population larger (500m)
broadly as strengthening existing alliances, building
than the US (300m), also a larger GDP, a greater
new coalitions, and forging new types of cooperashare of world trade, a space program, and the
tion including the democratic community.) What
world’s biggest development assistance budget. Indoes this mean? It means that, in the course of
deed in economic matters the EU now stands strong,
global politics, opportunities have now opened up
and a condition of equality now prevails i.a. in trade
for the revitalizing, and strengthening of coalitions
talks and in anti-trust matters. On this foundation
that will, in the next phase, contend
Balladur proposes to build
for a renewal of global leadership The window of opportunity for
a transatlantic common
around reprogrammed agendas.
market.
renewing US-Europe relations
The phase of Coalition-building
The problems arise chiefly
is
now.
The
global
phase
of
(approximately 2000-2026) has less
in politico-military matthan two decades to run. Within an Coalition-building has less than
ters. Europe commands
two
decades
to
run.
emerging democratic community,
serious military potential,
that is the optimum timeframe for
and in the UK, and
the management of a readjustment of the transatlanFrance, experience of global operations, and eletic partnership. That also serves as the basis for the
ments of nuclear deterrence, but a total of defense
timeframe for consolidating the historically recent
expenditures only about one-half that of the United
advances of democracy, that is suggested by the
States. It lacks a coherent military doctrine, lags in
analysis in “Problems of Democratization” not long
technological sophistication, and its strategic posago in these pages. [6]
ture is weak.[7] In consequence, NATO has
‘traditionally’ been dominated by the United States,
and recent years of ‘unilateralism’ have only comA rebalanced partnership?
Let us note that a condition that Balladur prefers
pounded the problem.
for the success of his proposed, ‘more perfect’, unNATO has, of course been for the past halfion is the emergence of a condition of balance (as of
century notable for being steered by the United
equals) between the United States and Europe.
States, and in its inner councils, by a US-UK alignClearly, no single European state can hope to equal
ment, the “special relationship’, one of the effects
the United States’ global stature. But there was a
of World War II. But can it become more balanced
time when French leaders thought they might bein the next one-two decades? Robert Kaplan, for
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one, seems to reject this possibility outright, arguing
into an US-EU relationship would strengthen US
that “NATO cannot be an alliance of equals”. But
influence but make a transition more viable. If suche then injects a longer-term consideration: “that
cessful it would serve as platform for other ventures.
does not mean that it won’t play a significant role in
Both the Balladur and the generals’ suggestions
our grand strategy: to create a web of global aron EU status might be described as having a large
rangements and liberal institutions that will allow
“symbolic” element, generating favorable imagery
America to gradually retreat from its costly and
but lacking in real substance that can be found in
risky position of overbearing domination.” [8] In
their concrete proposals. We would maintain that it
other words, what Kaplan still sees to-day is ineis unwise to minimize the role of symbols for they
quality but he also admits that, given new world
help to shape reality. That is why even an initially
conditions, such a structure is both costly and risky.
symbolic change might help to push developments
As David Calleo points out, “As
into a more balanced
a military superpower with a
direction. Additionally,
From an earlier inequality, conditions
taste for global management,
US support for greater
of US-EU balance are now largely in
the United States particularly
equality would also be
place. Can NATO become more
requires foreign as well as docrucial. For some might
balanced in the next decades?
mestic balancing” [9] Domestic
argue that a Europe of
Balladur proposes creation a US-EU
balancing requires a ‘division of
nation-states might be
Executive Council. This would clearly
powers”. ‘Foreign balancing”
easier to influence in a
signal a partnership of equals.
means balancing with Europe.
sense favorable to US
Both reports show awareinterests than a Europe
ness of this problem, though the
that speaks with one
generals’ is less explicit on this issue. In the instituvoice on politico-strategic matters. (A classic case
tional realm, Balladur proposes the creation an Exwas Secretary Rumsfeld’s appeal, on the eve of the
ecutive Council composed of the Presidents of the
Iraq war, to the “New Europe”; it divided NATO,
United States and the European Union, backed by a
and yielded scant support). But others might repermanent secretariat, to meet quarterly (as does the
spond that policies of ‘divide and rule’ are alien to
European Council), and to harmonize policies via
the American ideas of equality and fairness, A diconsultations on all pending problems. Such an arvided Europe might moreover be exposed to the
rangement would clearly signal a partnership of
same treatment from other directions, i.a. from Rusequals, provided all important questions, especially
sia on matters of energy supplies. Such arguments
those of global security, were on the table. Annual
point Europe further in a federalist direction.
Presidential summits have, of course, been the practice in US-EU relations since 1990 –but with modest
A new strategic bargain?
results. Perhaps a higher frequency of meeting,
combined with new occupants of key positions, and
That “no nation and no institution is capable of
a new doctrine, might make a difference.
dealing with current and future problems on its
The generals propose a more complex arrangeown” – is a truism that tended to be forgotten in the
ment for the long term, one that would join together
heady days after the collapse of the Soviet Union;
the US-EU, and the NATO processes, via the formaand the generals take it as the premise of their argution of a US-EU-NATO “steering directorate at the
ment. In fact, the practice of earlier world powers
highest political level”, to coordinate response to
including Britain, or the Dutch Republic, and earcrises, to agree who should take the lead, and to enlier, Portugal, has been to maintain strong bilateral
sure mutual support. It might also help to introduce
cooperative arrangements. The United States too,
long-term problems such as climate change into the
through much of the 20th century, was on close
practical arena. That arrangement would tie the EU
terms with Britain, in a relationship that gradually
directly in with NATO as such, and not just via indishifted over time from near parity towards greater
vidual members. By bringing in the EU into the
disparity.
nexus of linkages, a broader basis for more balanced
So the notion of close coordination at the global
cooperation might emerge. The insertion of NATO
level is not really foreign to the practice of global
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leadership, and has at various times been conducted
as between equals. In current practice it means, in
the first place, discontinuing the recent emphasis on
unilateralism, and in the second place, jointly taking
stock of, and responding to, common problems,
avoiding opportunities for springing surprises, and
above all “parler d’égal à égal avec L’Union”: “the
United States cannot pretend to decide alone on behalf of all” [10]. In diplomatic practice, it also
means a new strategic bargain, in which France returns to NATO, and the United States drops its objections to European defense initiatives.
Balladur is well aware that partnership is always
two-sided, and calls for comparable contributions
from both sides. He urges Europe to make the necessary efforts to be independent, and in particular in
the military area, and independence is a precondition of equality and union. He sees the French nuclear force as the core of independent European security because “la force anglaise n’a pas l’autonomie suffisante” on account of its relation to the
United States. [11]. Here is an area that obviously
calls for much clarification and more discussion.
But neither Balladur nor the former NATO commanders envisage a world without nuclear arms – a
position that is now urged by other former high government officials, both in the United States and
Europe. If the EU is to be independent, equal, and
to have a grand strategy in a Union of the West it
needs to be prepared for greater, riskier, and more
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